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Abstract

The overwhelming technology in the world of computing
is Cloud Data Storage and it is also a significant approach
to making the highest level of durability, availability, and
performance of the services to the users. A sudden and
significant change over the data at cloud storage is much
more problematic to find the risks. Security plays a vi-
tal role in cloud computing and trust is one of the most
fascinating and promising factors to prevent uncertainty.
Since the organizational hand over direct control over the
data, it trusts on the provider to keep that data in a pro-
tected way. Clients make sure that the service provider
protects data confidentiality by using reputed results to
send and storing static data. In this paper, a new ap-
proach for reputation based interactions is proposed that
are characterized by the trust which is critical for the
cloud data persistence and the promise of gaining the ad-
vantage in a competitive market.

Keywords: Cloud Computing; Cloud Data Storage; Cred-
ibility; Inconsistency; Reputation Based Trust

1 Introduction

The environment of cloud computing offers two basic
types of functions: computing and data storage. In the
cloud computing environment, consumers of cloud ser-
vices do not need anything and they can get access to
their data and finish their computing tasks just through
the Internet connectivity. During the access to the data
and computing, the clients do not even know where the
data are stored and which machines execute the comput-
ing tasks. The data in the cloud storage to be revealed by
the user if the provider is considered trustworthy in the
field of cloud computing.

There are some questions can be arising in the area of
cloud data storage. Where my data is residing in the net-
work? What types of vulnerabilities are exist in Cloud?
In the Cloud Data Storage, Data Segregation and Ac-
countability issues are one of the major problems. The
cloud storage solution for a specific application or service
may change based on many factors, such as Maturity,
Performance, Compliance, Risk, Location Demands, Se-
curity, Technology Changes, and Changing Business Re-
quirements [5]. To support enterprise customers with a
solution flexible enough to meet their application require-
ments, cloud service providers must offer a broad range
of cloud capabilities that falsification the lines between
types of cloud infrastructure [11].

Figure 1: Cloud storage architecture

As shown in Figure 1, the cloud storage architecture
will consist of several amenities such as videos, docu-
ments, pictures, files, etc. The derived trust values or
reputation scores must be transparent to and clear enough
for the consumers so that they can easily and confidently
make the trust-based decision. Users are willing to dis-
close their data to the cloud provider if the provider
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is deemed to be competent, to be of integrity, and to
be benevolent. Realizing that trustworthy, high-quality
providers will not risk their reputation, users will be less
concerned to use the cloud storage service [25].

Cloud computing is one of the emerging fields which
replaces the burden of IT industry from spending huge ex-
penditure on resources such as storage and network. Re-
mote storage and easy accessibility of data combined with
characteristics such as on-demand self-service, broad net-
work access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity and mea-
sured services [24]. Virtualization provides a practical ve-
hicle for transferring compute environments and sharing
physical compute resources in the cloud. This approach
has been used successfully by financial institutions and
the life sciences to solve heavy compute models. It is ex-
pensive to run data centers full of servers ready to run
complex mathematical models [13].

The computing resources that are provided by cloud
service provider’s (CSP’s) shared to serve all consumers
using a multi-tenant form, with different physical and
virtual resources dynamically assigned according to con-
sumer demand. The customer generally has no control
of the location of the allocated resources. As a result,
establishing accountability in distributed and layered ar-
chitecture is an issue [4].

Trust Foundation has two stage forms; at first, it is
trailed by irregular trust upgrade. Next, after the pre-
liminary verification, the security properties of every user
established occasionally for conformance with predefined
security arrangements. Guarantee the service provider se-
cures data confidentiality by utilizing encryption to trans-
mit information, and utilizing it when putting away static
information. The stronger the security, the greater the
consumption of computing, memory, and bandwidth re-
sources and the more difficult the service is to use, requir-
ing manual configuration of security mechanism parame-
ters [3].

The management and containment issues with rapid
resource pooling are the main drawbacks in the cloud en-
vironment. Cloud computing differs from previously stud-
ied products and services in the way that it introduces a
continuous uncertainty into the relationship between the
provider and the user. Although the user depends on the
cloud service provider at all time, he has only limited in-
formation about the providers’s qualities, intentions, and
actions [25].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we present the trust management and their tech-
niques. The related work is discussed in Section 3. Sec-
tion 4 describes the reputation based trust models so as
to minimize the drawbacks of the existing models and en-
hance the trust values. The system implementation and
experimental results are demonstrated at Section 5, Sec-
tion 6 shows a small case study on file sharing in the
cloud environment and finally; the paper is concluded in
Section 7.

2 Trust Management

There are two ways to model the trust or distrust among
peers: namely trust and reputation. Trust can be tran-
sitive but not necessarily symmetric between two parties.
The combined trust model is the combination of three
popular models such as identity-based trust, capability-
based trust, and behavior-based trust. Lacking trust be-
tween service providers and cloud users has delayed the
universal acceptance of cloud computing as a service on
demand. As a virtual environment, the cloud poses new
security threats that are more difficult to contain than tra-
ditional client and server configurations. In many cases,
one can extend the trust models for P2P networks and
grid systems to protect clouds and data centers.

2.1 Trust Management Techniques

Trust can be transitive yet not so much symmetric be-
tween two parties. The joined trust model is the blend
of three mainstream models, for example, identity-based
trust, capability based trust, and behavior based trust.
Lacking trust between service provider and cloud con-
sumer has overdue the comprehensive acknowledgment of
distributed computing as an administration on interest.
Trust management service is a difficult problem due to
a unpredictable number of consumers and the highly dy-
namic nature of the cloud services. The trust manage-
ment service should be flexible and extremely scalable to
be practical in cloud environments.

2.1.1 Trust Models

There are several trust models were already proposed by
several researchers, each one having their own advantages
and disadvantages. Which models are appropriate based
on their security and trust requirements and the systems
they need to interface it. Some of the trust models we
have discussed in this paper are, Public Key Infrastruc-
ture (PKI)-based trust model, Feedback credibility-based
trust model, Behavioral-based trust model, Subjective
trust model, and Domain-based trust model [10]. Most of
the trust models are subject to different kinds of attacks,
while a few of them are resistant to particular attacks like
false praise or accusation (FPA), Sybil and white washing
attacks.

The PKI-based trust model depends on a few leader
nodes to secure the whole system. This model may cause
uneven load or a single point of failure since it relies on
leader nodes too much. Behavioral-based trust model uses
history trade records to compute trust. Subjective trust
is a personal choice about the definite level of entity’s par-
ticular characters or behaviors. The Domain-based trust
model is mostly used in Grid computing which divides
into two kinds of trust; one is in-domain trust relation-
ship and the other is inter-domain trust relationship.
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2.1.2 Taxonomy of Trust

A trust metric is a measure of how a member of a group is
trusted by the other members of the group. Trust metric
can be classified into local trust metric and global trust
metric; a local trust metric predicts trust scores that are
personalized from the point of view of every single user.
On the other hand, a global trust metric computes a sin-
gle global trust value for every single user. A trust man-
agement technique for direct and indirect trust can be
calculated and it is defined in [2] as,

Direct Trust,DTA,B = CA,B(

p∑
i=1

Wi ∗ TA,B
i ) (1)

Where CA,B is the confidence factor calculated as
a function of collected direct measurements, Wi is the
weighting factor for each one of the p event types, TA,B

i

is node A trust value of event i regarding node B.

Indirect Trust, ITA,B =

n∑
j=1

W (DTA,Nj )DTNj ,B (2)

Where n is the number of neighboring nodes A, Nj are
the neighboring nodes to A, DTA,Nj is node Nj reputa-
tion value of node B, W (DTA,Nj ) is a weighting factor
reflecting node A direct trust value of node Nj .

2.1.3 Trust Evaluation Models

The trust evaluation models are different from the trust
models. Firdhous et al., in [7] had discussed about
these models: Cuboid Trust, Eigen Trust, Bayesian Net-
work Based Trust Management (BNBTM), GroupRep,
AntRep, Semantic Web, Global Trust, Peer Trust, com-
Prehensive repuTation-based TRust mOdeL (PATROL-
F), Trust Evaluation, Time-based Dynamic Trust Model
(TDTM), Trust Ant Colony System (TACS).

Cuboid trust represents global reputation trust model
which precedes three factors namely, peer’s trustworthi-
ness in giving feedback, a contribution of the peer to the
system and quality of resources. Eigen trust assigns each
peer a unique global trust value in a P2P file sharing
network, based on the peer history of upload. BNBTM
uses multidimensional applications specific trust values
and each domain is evaluated using a single Bayesian net-
work. GroupRep is a group based trust management sys-
tem.

2.2 Trust Assessment

Integration of security measures, accreditation, band-
width or customer support are the complex challenges
regarding computation of trust. Another issue that is rel-
evant when selecting or designing of trust or reputation
mechanism relates to how much customization should be
supported and where should be trusted values is aggre-
gated [8]. Trust assessment should be based on not only
experiences and user interactions but they also depend on
other trustworthy communities.

2.2.1 Feedback

Trust feedback is used for getting the evolution of trust
results, depends on the consistency and reliability of the
services. The trust system explicitly depends on the cred-
ibility of the feedback of the users and their potential be-
haviors. Cloud consumers either give feedback regarding
the trustworthiness of a particular cloud service or re-
quest trust assessment for the service. Let j and k be
any two peers, then the feedback f about j given by k is
represented by fjk and is computed as given below.

fjk =

∑n
i=1 Sjki

t
(3)

where t is the total number of transactions performed by
k with j. Sjki

represents the satisfaction of k on j in ith

transaction and its value is always assumed to be between
0 (not satisfied) and 1 (completely satisfied).

2.2.2 Reputation

Reputation clearly is an important aspect of trust estab-
lishment, a fact evident in the numerous reputation-based
computational trust models in existence. The quality of
the reputation system is primarily indicated by its accu-
racy and effectiveness in updating periodically. It is the
one the important technique in trust because the feedback
of the various cloud service consumers give the reputation
of the service either positively or negatively.

2.2.3 Quality of Service

The Quality of Service (QoS) evaluation based on rec-
ommended trust is about feedback information of clients
after executing service. Total set of QoS attributes is Q =
T (Execution Time), D (Reliability), U (Availability), H
(Throughput), and R (Comprehensive Evaluation) [12].
Eigen Trust algorithm is based on the notion of Tran-
sitive Trust. Each peer calculates the local trust value.
Trust is stored in opinions, which are a 4-tuple (b,d,u,a):
b-belief, d-disbelief, u-uncertainty, a-a-priori trust, where
(b+d+u)=1.0 and a=[0, 1]. Eigen Trust requires the in-
clusion of pre-trusted users to get good performance. The
longer time pasts, the more the trust degree reduces.

The importance of Eigen Trust in this paper is to get a
global trust value with more weight given to pre-trusted
peers. The main advantage of Eigen Trust is scalable com-
putation and the trust does not weaken via transitivity.
At the time of joining the new peer in the network and
does not so far know anyone; the peer uses the perception
of the network provided by the pre-trusted peers, from
whom it can learn who else to trust.

2.3 Cloud Trust Models and Their Limi-
tations

In the cloud computing environment, there are several
trust models have been defined so far. But, none of these
trust models satisfies the qualitative service provided to
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the user. So, our approach is to provide a qualitative
service to the user from the cloud provider through rec-
ommender based trust. Some of the existing trust models
in cloud computing are discussed below:

A cloud trust model which holds two layers of trust
called inside trust layer and contracted trust layer is pro-
posed by Sato et al. in [19]. Both the layers, however,
give trust in a layered way yet the trust figured are inside
to the affiliation. The Cloud Service Provider (CSP) has
nothing to do with the advantages’ security. So the affilia-
tion needs to have a private cloud to secure its information
which is unfeasible with minimal/medium affiliations.

Shen et al. in [20] and Shen and Tong [21] have pro-
posed trusted processing development for trust appraisal.
The principal shortcoming of this model is that the funda-
mental basic arranging relies on upon Trusted Computing
Platform [TCP] which is difficult to facilitate with isolated
registering concerning equipment.

Alhamad et al. in [1] have proposed Service Level
Agreement (SLA) based trust show just and no utilization
or evaluation has been created or depicted. This model
is notoriety based trust that has a disadvantage that cus-
tomer with high scores for reputation can cheat customer
in a couple of trades regardless of the way that they get
negative criticism. This model has a concentrated devel-
opment displaying, so every one of the organizations and
reputation information has the single purpose of disap-
pointment.

In Role Based Trust show the trust relies on upon the
parts, ID used for TCP, standard confirmation for affir-
mation. The gear keeps up a specialist key for each ma-
chine and it utilizes the master key to delivering unique
subkey for every setup of the machine. The data mixed
for one setup can’t be decoded in another outline of the
same machine. In case the machine’s outline changes the
session key of the adjacent machine won’t be significant.

The Active Bundle Scheme [16] proposed in perspec-
tive of Identity Management model approach is free of
an outcast, it is less disposed to assault as it lessens the
threat of association ambushes and side channel assaults,
on the other hand, it is slanted to foreswearing of orga-
nization as dynamic gathering may in like manner be not
executed at all in the remote host.

3 Related Work

Cloud computing services are continually evolving and
providers are offering new options, but it is not always in
their best interests to enable data mobility. As IT orga-
nizations assume a greater role as service broker to the
business, they must take ownership of ensuring that tech-
nologies from multiple vendors integrate seamlessly [14].
The cloud service provider’s reputation reverts the overall
view of a community towards that provider; therefore it is
more useful for the cloud users (mostly individual users)
in choosing a cloud service from many options without
particular requirements.

3.1 Sources of Uncertainty

The data in the cloud is not always reliable and it is not
under control by the provider. Also, applications that are
hosted by the provider may not be available all the time,
and/or they may not present the latest versions of these
applications. As such, the client may encounter uncer-
tainties with respect to these applications or the results
that are delivered by these applications [6]. Most of the
existing sources of uncertainty are:

1) Missing information.

2) Trusting the available information.

3) Inconsistency of available information.

4) Irrelevant information.

5) Interpretable information.

3.2 Modeling Uncertainty

There are various qualitative and quantitative approaches
to model uncertainty. Uncertainty alone (without the
consideration of Trust aspect of the information source)
can be modeled as one of the following ways:

1) Probabilistic logic: This is the most common and
widely used way of representing uncertainty.

2) Fuzzy logic: This approach allows to classify data
into different classes called Fuzzy Sets, depending
upon their relevance or closeness to the set.

3) Dempster - Shafer belief theory: It basically deals
with measures of two main aspects belief and credi-
bility.

4) Subjective logic: Based on probabilistic logic and
Dempster-Shafer evidence Theory (DST), this ap-
proach has come up as one of the important ways
to model uncertainty.

Figure 2: Reputation based trust organizational design

A data source may have different levels of trust at dif-
ferent times and different contexts. Uncertainty on a data
source which has provided accurate measurements fairly
regularly is less than compared to a new data source [17].
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4 Reputation based Trust

Trust and reputation are related but different. Mostly,
trust is between two entities; but the reputation of an
entity is the collective opinion of a community towards
that entity. Usually, an entity that has a high reputation
is trusted by many entities in that community; an entity,
who needs to make trust judgment on a trustee, may use
the reputation to calculate or estimate the trust level of
that trustee [9].

The reputation of a cloud service provider follows the
overall view of a community against that provider, there-
fore it is more useful for the cloud users in choosing a
cloud service from many options without particular re-
quirements. The user always puts a request(query) to the
recommender about the reliable services from the cloud
databases and get several recommendations for the ser-
vices based on trust and reputation as presented in Fig-
ure 2.

Trust in cloud computing services is based on sev-
eral recommendations provided by numerous researchers.
Nowadays recommender-based trust models are used in
several e-commerce business enterprises, like Amazon and
E-Bay. In recommender systems, it is clear based on the
other users’ ability to provide valuable recommendations.
Since the number of direct interactions of the users is
very small, so the number of direct relationships plays a
minor role in the process of recommendation. The trust
relationships between the users are not static but dynam-
ically change over time which may lead to change the
recommendation results [26].

Figure 3: Relationship between users, recommenders and
services

In Figure 3, U1, U2, U3, · · · , Um are the users, R1,
R2, R3, · · · , Rn are the recommenders and S1, S2, S3,
Sp are the services provided by cloud service providers.
Several users can put requests for different services like an
infrastructure or software or a database. Each user in this
environment gets the feedback from the recommenders on
a particular service over a cloud service provider. Talal et
al., in [15] discussed trustworthiness of a certain cloud

service s, and then the trust result,

Tr(s) =

|V (s)|∑
l=1

Fc(l, s)

|V (s)|
(4)

Where V (s) is the all trust feedback given to the cloud
service s, |V (s)| represents the length of V (s). Fc(l, s)
are trust feedbacks from the lth cloud consumer weighted
by the credibility. The weights can be calculated based
on the consumer experience and satisfaction on the cloud
services.

A cloud user is an individual or an organization
that has a formal contract or arrangement with a cloud
provider to use several resources made available by the
cloud provider. Whereas, the cloud provider is an or-
ganization which provides cloud-based resources to the
consumer. Finally, the recommender is also an indi-
vidual/organization which analyzes the feedbacks coming
from several attributes about the services in the cloud and
also recommends to the cloud user whether he/she remain
or terminate the services from the cloud providers.

Reputation-based trust is eventually assessed through
several trust feedback mechanisms. Each one is having
their own advantages and disadvantages during the pro-
cess of trust evaluation. The users can select a particular
service based on their preferences from the cloud service
provider; meanwhile, the users can have a direct inter-
action with the recommenders to get the trust feedback.
Non-negative weight is added to the feedback based on re-
cent transactions. We also consider the old transactions
so as to give specific weightage to the recommenders to
calculate the trust value for the service providers.

5 Implementation and Experi-
mental Results

In this research, a new approach of reputation-based trust
evaluation was proposed which is based on weightage
given to each and every transaction of the service for the
cloud storage to minimize the uncertainty. Our projected
trust model helps both the recommender and cloud user,
where the user can make a decision on whether to con-
tinue or discontinue the service with the service provider.

Trust facilitates users to select the best available ser-
vice in a diverse cloud infrastructure. Trust value is cal-
culated using three parameters; capability, behavior, and
feedback. A more serious type of attack is when malicious
peers exploit file sharing networks to distribute viruses
and Trojan horses. Peers also need to detect inauthentic
file attacks, in which corrupted or blank files are passed
off as legitimate files. Before going to undertake a trans-
action, peers should decide who to trust based on the
reputation system which helps to address this need by
establishing a trust mechanism [23].

Malicious peers can weaken the reputation system by
assigning underprivileged reputation ratings to honest
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peers and privileged ratings to other malicious peers.
Most of the existing reputation systems absorb into their
trust model in view of the correlated trust, to deal with
malicious feedback: peers reputed to provide trustworthy
service, in general, will likely provide trustworthy feed-
back.

In Equation (3), an equal importance is given to the
satisfaction values due to the most recent transactions
as well as the oldest transactions. While in [22] differ-
ent weights were attached to the satisfaction values, we
suggest another addition to the above equation show the
difference between the most recently performed the trans-
action and not so recently performed a transaction. So,
that we should have to minimize the responses from ma-
licious peers [18]. Assume int is an interval representing
a set of transactions performed during a time period. Let
int = 0 represent the most recent period and int=1 be
the next recent period. Assume the ith transaction was
performed in an interval int. Then its corresponding Sjki

is adjusted according to the following equation.

fjk =

∑
i=1,n int=0,|tf |

[
(ts−2int)+1

ts

] ∗Sjki

n
(5)

where ts stands for timestamp which represents the ex-
act time taken when the transaction was performed, tf
for timeframe where the considerable past time is catego-
rized into intervals int numbered from 0 to |tf | onwards.
Equation (2) allows graceful reduction of feedback ratings
as they get old. Figure 2(b) shows how a satisfaction rat-
ing fades with time. The significance is that the recent
ratings overweigh the past ratings. The advantages are
twofold:

1) The recent feedbacks are given more importance and
hence;

2) Reputation computation gets more dynamic.

Figure 4: Reputed trust through recommendations

As in Figure 4, Ck is the service request by the cus-
tomer to the provider through direct interaction, Ps is the
various services provided by the CSP to the customers,
and Rm is the Recommender used for giving the feed-
back to the customers about the trusted services. So, the

weightage to the specified service for the user is:

w = (tv)
p

(6)

0 ≤ tv ≤ 1, where tv is a single value for local trust which
is suggested by the recommender and p is the time period
in which the transaction is done between the user and the
service provider. The local trust value can be projected
based on feedback given by the trustworthy users to the
recommenders.

Figure 5: Weightage to the cloud services based on time
and trust values

Since, the trust values of the services always lie in be-
tween 0 and 1, and then in Fig.5 shows that if the trust
value is 0.1, the weightage given to the services is com-
puted based on the time period. For the longest time
period and low trust value, the weightage is below 0.1.
If the trust value is 0.25 and the weightage is below 0.2.
If the trust value is 0.50 and the weightage is below 0.4.
Finally, if the trust value is 0.75, then the weightage is
nearest to 0.5.

So, now we have to calculate the reputation based trust
value for the specified service for a particular user in a
specific time period with the given weightage is:

RT (Q,S) = Gt.
√

(w) (7)

Where, Q is a service requester, S is a service provider,
Gt is a global trust value on a particular service and w is
weightage which is already computed in the equation 4.
Here, the square root is used for increasing the weightage
so as to give the preference to the recent transactions.
Based on the above equation, we calculate the reputed
trust to each and every transaction between the service
requester and service provider, in order to minimize the
uncertainty about the services.

The algorithms that are used for the above computa-
tions are presented as follows.

Algorithm 1 is used to calculate the difference between
the most recent transaction and not so recently performed
a transaction. Here S is the satisfaction value, N is the
number of Common Vendors and f is the feedback.

Algorithm 2 is used to calculate the weightage to the
specified service. Here tv is local trust value, w is the
weightage and p is time period.
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Algorithm 1 Age of transaction

1: Begin
2: Input: S,N Output: f
3: Let ts be the timestamp
4: Let tv is the transaction value
5: Time is categorized into intervals, int ε tf
6: If int is in between 0 and tf , then tv := tv +(

ts− 2int
)

+ 1/ts, where ts ε tf
7: Compute the feedback
8: End

Algorithm 2 Weightage

1: Begin
2: Input: tv, p Output: w
3: Let p is the time period
4: Calculate the local trust tv based on feedback fjk
5: Compute the weighting factor (w) = (tv)p

6: End

Algorithm 3 is used to calculate the reputed trust be-
tween the service requester and service provider for each
and every transaction. Here Q is a service requester, S is
service provider, Gt is a global trust value on a particular
service.

Algorithm 3 Reputed Trust

1: Begin
2: Input: G, w Output: RT
3: Let G is the Global Trust
4: Give more weightage to the recent transactions using√

(w)

5: Compute the Reputed Trust using Gt.
√

(w)
6: End

6 Case Study

In this section, a case study related to the distributed
file sharing service has been represented under SaaS in
a cloud environment and trustworthiness of the related
entities have been evaluated based on the proposed trust
management model. In the cloud environment, let a spe-
cific service of distributing files sharing, where the files
have a desired distribution and availability. When any
entity wants to share a file in cloud environment then first
it needs to ensure that whether a node or entity is trust-
worthy or not. The trustworthiness can be decided based
on service level agreement (SLA) like processing capacity,
recovery time, connectivity, peak-load performance, and
availability.

In the Reputed Trust Model (RTM), let the service
provider be the vendor v and the trust relationship is
established using trust degree based on a request sent to
other entities in the cloud. Each entity will maintain two
trust tables: direct trust table and the recommended list
table. If an entity wants to calculate the trust degree of

(a) Reputed Trust value to the cloud services based on time period
at tv = 0.10

(b) Reputed Trust value to the cloud services based on time period
at tv = 0.25

(c) Reputed Trust value to the cloud services based on time period
at tv = 0.50

(d) Reputed Trust value to the cloud services based on time period
at tv = 0.75

Figure 6: Reputed Trust(RT ) values to the cloud
services
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another entity then it first checks the direct trust table.
If the trust degree value for the entity exists then it will
guarantee for last communication time and then calculate
the decay function using Equation (5).

After calculating decay function, reputation based
trust for the specified service can be calculated using
Equation (7) and where the weightage factor also will be
considered. The reputation computation is more dynamic
according to decay function effect. Also, the comparative
review between the proposed method and the related work
is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Comparative study of proposed method with
methods of the related work

Mechanisms Trust Reputation Feedback Accessibility

Proposed
Method

X X X X

Dipen et
al.[5]

X × × ×

Ayesha et
al.[7]

X X × ×

Shaik et
al.[8]

X X × X

Firdhous et
al.[9]

X X X ×

Mahbub et
al.[10]

X X × ×

Alhamad et
al.[15]

X X X ×

Huang et
al.[20]

X X × ×

As shown in Table 1, in most of the related work, just
some options in the field of the trusted service description
are studied. For example, Dipen et al. [6] have considered
only the trust, Ayesha et al. [8] and Huang et al. [23] have
considered the trust and reputation. Also, the results
show that the provided method acts well than the other
related work.

7 Conclusions

• Service availability is one of the significant challenges
in the cloud storage to predict the number of re-
quests by several users for the service has to handle
at a single point in time. Even though it achieves
high availability of services but faces the uncertain-
ties of reliable transactions between the cloud users
and providers. Achieving trustworthy services is pos-
sible through a reputation-based trust as we are here
presented in this research. The mechanism suggested
in this paper consider the several communities in gen-
eral, and allows reputation correction based on the
type of community the particular peer belongs to.
The simulation results that support our claims have
been presented.

• In this research, a number of results can be consid-
ered based on the total trust values provided by the
recommenders. Even though our proposed system
will improve the availability of services by minimiz-
ing the malicious peers, but still there is some lim-
itation in our new approach. The proposed system
can not be addressed the vendor lock-in; migration
of user data and service from one vendor to other is
nearly impossible. Future improvements that need to
be addressed are how to combine trust and clustering
relationships to improve the algorithm performance,
and performance of the services in the cloud.
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